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The status of the European Fusion File Project and the plans for the fu-
ture have been presented at the 1988 Mito Conference.*
Shortly after the Mito conference an EFF Users' Meeting was organised to
assess the needs of the NET team for the coming three years. This has led
to an adjustment of the programme. Meanwhile, a new three-years programme
has been defined for the period 1989 to 1991.

The new programme contains the existing programme as given in App. Al,
with, however, important changes in priority and with extensions to meet
the specific needs of the NET team. The previous programme was mainly di-
rected towards a better prediction of the tritium breeding ratio, i.e.
emphasis on the cross-sections for tritium breeding materials (Li-6,7),
including ceramics (with Al, Si) and neutron multipliers (Be, Pb). In the
new 3~years programme there is much more emphasis on supporting the design
of the basic NET machine for which EFF will be the standard data base.

In the new programme ("Neutronics data base for shielding") first of all
any remaining deficiencies (e.g. kerma factors) or incompletenesses (e.g.
Monte Carlo libraries, covariance data) in the data files derived from
EFF-1 should be corrected for. Secondly, the cross-sections for the major
shielding materials (Fe, Cr, Ni) should be known as accurately as possib-
le, including covariance data. Finally, the quality of the library with
respect to photon-production, double-differential neutron emission
cross-sections (DDX) and kerma factors should be improved and the original
programme (App. Al) should be completed. This includes the extension of
the library with more materials and the development of an activation file
(EAF-2) consistent with EFF-2. In addition, a separate European project
has been defined to support the Low Activation Materials (LAM) research
programme with activation and decay libraries.

The second point of the programme is both urgent and difficult. It is
related to the fact that the uncertainty if the the thickness of the
inboard shield of the superconducting magnets is difficult to assess, as
long as reliable covariance data are lacking. Even if these data are gi-
ven, they are only given for the "1-dimensional" cross-sections. To assess
the effect of uncertainties in the energy-angle distributions the data and
tools are usually lacking. Therefore the new programme includes a subtask
to calculate the sensitivity of the shielding parameters for errors in the
double differential cross-sections and a subtask to develop tools to pro-
cess DDX and covariance data.

* H. Gruppelaar "Status of the European Fusion File" Nuclear Data for
Science and Technology (1988) Mito, Proc. of the Int. Conf. p.455-463,
JAERI.
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